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Apple’s new 14-inch and 16-inch MacBook Pro launch in stores this week. I’ve been testing the 14-inch model for the past several days. While everyone will appreciate the amazing screen and speakers, ...
The MacBook Pro delivers everything Apple fans have been asking for
One of the strengths of Shortcuts on the Mac is that it isn’t limited by the way an app is built. That’s reflected in the first wave of apps I’ve tried that support Shortcuts. There’s an excellent mix ...
Shortcuts for Mac: 27 of Our Favorite Third-Party Integrations
A plea agreement filed in federal court calls for a 17-year sentence. Three people were indicted in the rapper's 2018 overdose death.
Dealer expected to plead guilty in Mac Miller overdose death
If I could “charge up for the day” in 15 minutes, it would make a real difference in my Apple Watch usage. Instead, a day’s charge still takes about an hour. I put it on the stand, do something else ...
Apple Watch Series 7 review: Still the best with the smallest of changes
Apple today released macOS 12 Monterey, the newest version of the operating system designed to run on the Mac. macOS Monterey comes after months ...
Apple Releases macOS Monterey With AirPlay to Mac, Live Text, Safari Updates, Shortcuts App and More
The sound is excellent, the new AirPods 3 are comfortable, the battery life is great and the case has wireless charging.
Apple’s new $179 AirPods are the best option for most people
Apple launches its latest MacBook Pro notebook computers. They're pretty and powerful, but are they right for you?
Apple's new MacBook Pro is pretty and powerful. But with the laptop debuting at $1,999, is it right for you?
While online orders are showing delivery dates into November, some Apple Stores have the new MacBook Pro and AirPods 3 in stock now.
New MacBook Pro and AirPods 3 available for pickup at many Apple Stores
When Apple introduced AirPods Pro in late 2019, they instantly made the regular AirPods “uncool.” The stems were shorter, the sound was better, there were actual buttons, and the case had a landscape ...
Opinion: The new AirPods are exactly the wireless earbuds that I wanted Apple to make
While graphics tablets are the standard tool of the trade for digital artists, the Apple Pencil and iPad Pro could be considered an all-in-one package that combines the peripheral and a computer into ...
iPad Pro & Apple Pencil artist's review: A decent Wacom alternative for digital production
Two more years would go by before the iTunes Store ushered in an era of legit digital music purchases; at the time, the vast majority of music in people’s collections were either ripped from CDs or ...
Twenty years ago, the iPod paved the way for Apple’s success
Apple has released its update for watchOS to Apple Watch owners, bringing the wearable device's operating system up to watchOS 8.1, in what is thought to be a bug-fix and performance improvement ...
Apple issues watchOS 8.1 update for Apple Watch
Here is what happens when you use a cheap charger for the Apple iPhone 13. A cheap charger almost caused a new iPhone 13 to go up in flames ...
Here is what happens when you use a cheap charger for the Apple iPhone 13
Kraft is making my childhood dreams a reality by releasing new seasoning packets. They come in three flavors—pizza, ranch, and buffalo—and are called Flavor Boosts.
Kraft Has Seasoning Flavor Packets For Their Mac And Cheese, And They Taste Like Doritos And Combos
The iPhone's MagSafe feature opened the door for a lot of unique and useful accessories. That includes the newest Wallet accessory, which is now detectable with iPhone's Find My feature that puts it ...
Apple’s 2021 MagSafe Wallet For iPhone Helped Me Ditch My ‘Costanza’ Wallet
Apple (AAPL) has finally released its long-awaited upgrade for its incredibly popular AirPods. Available Tuesday for $179, the third-generation AirPods sport a new design, better battery life, water ...
Apple third-gen AirPods review: The new go-to earbuds for iPhone fans
Intel has its sights set on regaining lost business from Apple, explains CEO Pat Gelsinger at Yahoo Finance's All Markets Summit.
Intel CEO: My job is to win Apple back
While iPhone 13 sales continue to soar, iPhones owners have faced growing security threats, multiple App Store scams, potential privacy violations and zero day hacks. Now a shocking account of extreme ...
Serious Warning Issued For Millions Of Apple iPhone Users
It's no secret that our phones have gotten larger over the years. But Apple has once again taken the opposite direction by launching another small iPhone. The $699 iPhone 13 Mini is the cheapest ...
I swapped my iPhone 13 for the iPhone 13 Mini. Here are 3 things I loved -- and 3 I hated
Fans of the Oscar-winning film Parasite will recognize the star of Dr. Brain, a new sci-fi thriller from Apple TV+. Lee Sun-kyun, who played Park Dong-Ik in Bong Joon-ho's film, plays a brilliant ...
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